Second 'house of horrors' abortion clinic
where doctor 'twisted heads off fetus' necks
with his bare hands' is investigated in Texas
•
•
•
•

Houston doctor Douglas Karpen is accused by four former employees of delivering
live babies during third-trimester abortions and killing them
Witnesses said he would either snip their spinal cords, stab a surgical instrument
into their heads or twist their heads off with his hands
Texas Department of State Health Services is using in its investigating of the doctor
Accusations come days after Dr Kermit Gosnells was found guilty of murdering
newborns at his Philadelphia abortion clinic
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A second 'house of horrors' abortion clinic is being investigated in Texas, just
days after Dr Kermit Gosnell was found guilty of murdering newborns at his
Philadelphia termination center.

Dr. Douglas Karpen, seen here in court, is accused of killing babies aborted in their third trimester

Houston doctor Douglas Karpen is accused by four former employees of
delivering live fetuses during third-trimester abortions and killing them by either
snipping their spinal cord, stabbing a surgical instrument into their heads or
'twisting their heads off their necks with his own bare hands'.
Other times the fetus was so big he would have to pull it out of the womb in
pieces, Karpen's ex-assistant, Deborah Edge, said in an Operation Rescue video,
which has prompted a criminal investigation into the doctor.
'Sometimes he couldn't get the fetus out... he would yank pieces – piece by piece
– when they were oversize,' Edge explained.
'And I'm talking about the whole floor dirty. I'm talking about me drenched in
blood.'

Two of Edge's colleagues,

Gigi Aguliar, and Krystal Rodriguez, also described the
hellish scenes which took place at the Aaron Women's Clinic in Houston in
2011, and possibly two other abortion clinics run by Karpen in Texas.
Another staffer,

who remains anonymous, filed an affidavit with her account of
events, which the Texas Department of State Health Services is using in its
investigation.
'We have several people looking into the allegations,' Harris County District
Attorney spokesman Sara Marie Kinney told Chron.com.
Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst said he had read the allegations 'with disgust' before
calling for a full investigation into Karpen and his clinics.
SCROLL DOWN FOR VIDEO - WARNING: GRAPHIC CONTENT

Speaking out: Krystal Rodriguez, left, Deborah Edge, center, and Gigi Aguliar, right, have all come forward to talk about their
former boss Karpan

Anti-abortion film claims doctor killed fetuses outside womb

Link to you tube to watch this video here: copy and paste it in your browser
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=9fhyJItGPko#!

Lifenews.com, an anti-abortion news website, has published cell phone
photographs taken by the employees of fetuses with gashes in their necks after
they were killed at the clinic, though these are far too gruesome for MailOnline
to show.
Edge said fetuses were killed well after 24 weeks gestation at the Houston clinic,
which resulted in a sweat-inducing job that took about an hour per procedure.
She said every morning on multiple occasions she would see fetuses born alive
and then quickly killed by the doctor.
'When he did an abortion, especially an over 20 week abortion, most of the time
the fetus would come completely out before he either cut the spinal cord or he
introduced one of the instruments into the soft spot of the fetus in order to kill
it.... or actually twisting the head off the neck with his own bare hands,' she
explained.
'It was still alive because it was still moving and you could see the stomach
breathing.'
The women described one occasion where a fetus that Karpen thought was dead
suddenly 'opened its eyes and grabbed (the doctor's) finger' after he wrenched it
from the womb. However, it met a similar fate to the other fetuses at the clinic,
the women said.
'He thought it was dead but the fetus actually opened its eyes and grabbed his
finger,' Aguliar said. 'He was alive. He thought it was deceased already. He was
getting ready to put it in the back.'

Crime scene: The hellish scenes allegedly took place at the Aaron Women's Clinic, pictured, in
Houston in 2011, and possibly two other abortion clinics run by Karpen in Texas

They also recounted occasions when women were so far along with their
pregnancy they were actually induced into labor and in two cases their fetus'
came out while they were in the bathroom.
Rodriguez described another incident where a patient's fetus fell from her and
onto the floor in the clinic's waiting room.
'(Karpen) just picked it up with a Chux and put it in the trash bag,' she said.
According to Rodriguez, as long as patients had the cash, Karpen would
perform an abortion well past 24 weeks. A late-term procedure cost between
$4,000 and $5,000 at the clinic, they said in the video which was filmed as the
clinic was still operating and released on Wednesday.
Edge said she regularly got upset during her work and couldn't watch when
Karpen allegedly killed the newborns. But she said she didn't know that what he
was doing was illegal.

'We used to look at each other and sometimes our tears would come out with the
other assistants,' Edge said. 'We would always think "he's so greedy."'
Here are the photos of two of the fetuses, fetus 1& fetus 2.

Above is fetus number two.
I spent 32 years in the medical field doing anesthesia, which most of my practice was in the field
of Obstetrics’. This is blatant murder. And AMA says nothing and is silent on it. These men that
do this are murderers, they are not doctors. Years ago I worked in Memphis , TN. doing OB
anesthesia. Believe me, their financial rewards are staggering to say the least. I know one OB Dr.
that did them at a Memphis abortion clinic, and bought two Ferraris. And his older partner
bought a lady in for what was to be a incomplete abortion. And the patient made a comment that
he had inserted Laminaria in his office. Laminaria stick is a seaweed to used to dilate a cervic to
cause a fetus to abort. Then the OB Dr. got angry with his patient, and said he would discuss this
in his office later. Because he know the hospital did not do elective abortions. These Doctors
take the Hippocratic Oath, at least 98 % of Doctor’s in America, and it is said at least 50% of the
British medical students do.
Hippocratic Oath : English translation, version 2
I swear by Apollo, the healer, Asclepius, Hygieia, and Panacea, and I take to witness all the gods,
all the goddesses, to keep according to my ability and my judgment, the following Oath and
agreement:
To consider dear to me, as my parents, him who taught me this art; to live in common with him
and, if necessary, to share my goods with him; To look upon his children as my own brothers, to
teach them this art; and that by my teaching, I will impart a knowledge of this art to my own sons,
and to my teacher's sons, and to disciples bound by an indenture and oath according to the
medical laws, and no others.
I will prescribe regimens for the good of my patients according to my ability and my judgment
and never do harm to anyone.
I will give no deadly medicine to any one if asked, nor suggest any such counsel; and similarly I
will not give a woman a pessary to cause an abortion.
But I will preserve the purity of my life and my arts.
I will not cut for stone, even for patients in whom the disease is manifest; I will leave this
operation to be performed by practitioners, specialists in this art.
In every house where I come I will enter only for the good of my patients, keeping myself far
from all intentional ill-doing and all seduction and especially from the pleasures of love with
women or men, be they free or slaves.
All that may come to my knowledge in the exercise of my profession or in daily commerce with
men, which ought not to be spread abroad, I will keep secret and will never reveal.
If I keep this oath faithfully, may I enjoy my life and practice my art, respected by all humanity
and in all times; but if I swerve from it or violate it, may the reverse be my life.

